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Abstract— We present an efficient architecture for the 

implementation of a delayed least mean square adaptive filter. 

For achieving lower adaptation-delay and area-delay-power 

efficient implementation, we use a novel partial product 

generator and propose a strategy for optimized balanced 

pipelining across the time-consuming combinational blocks 

of the structure. From synthesis results, we find that the 

proposed design offers nearly 17% less area-delay product 

(ADP) and nearly 14% less energy-delay product (EDP) than 

the best of the existing systolic structures, on average, for 

filter lengths N = 8, 16, and 32. We propose an efficient fixed-

point implementation scheme of the proposed architecture, 

and derive the expression for steady-state error. We show that 

the steady-state mean squared error obtained from the 

analytical result matches with the simulation result. 

Moreover, we have proposed a bit-level pruning of the 

proposed architecture, which provides nearly 20% saving in 

ADP and 9% saving in EDP over the proposed structure 

before pruning without noticeable degradation of   steady-

state-error performance. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The filter is an important component in the communication 

world. It can eliminate unwanted signals from useful 

information.  However, to obtain an optimal filtering 

performance, it requires ‘a priori’ knowledge of both the 

signal and its embedded noise statistical information. The 

classical approach to this problem is to design frequency 

selective filters, which approximate the frequency band of the 

signal of interest and reject those signals outside this 

frequency band. The removal of unwanted signals through the 

use of optimization theory is becoming popular, particularly 

in the area of adaptive filtering. Adaptive digital filters have 

been applied to a wide variety of important problems in recent 

years. Perhaps one of the most well-known adaptive 

algorithms is the least mean squares (LMS) algorithm, which 

updates the weights of a transversal filter using an 

approximate technique of steepest descent. Due to its 

simplicity, the LMS algorithm has received a great deal of 

attention, and has been successfully applied in a number of 

areas including channel equalization, noise and echo 

cancellation and many others. 

 However, the feedback of the error signal needed to 

update filter weights in the LMS algorithm imposes a critical 

limitation on the throughput of possible implementations. In 

particular, the prediction error feedback requirement makes 

extensive pipelining of filter computations impossible. As a 

result of this, the design of high speed adaptive filters has 

been predominantly based on the adaptive lattice filter, which 

lends itself easily to pipelining. Recently it has been shown 

that it is possible to introduce some delay in the weight 

adaptation of the LMS algorithm. The resulting delayed least 

mean squares (DLMS) algorithm, which uses a delayed 

prediction error signal to update the filter weights, has been 

shown to guarantee stable convergence characteristics 

provided an appropriate adaptation step size is chosen. 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

A. Objective 

To present an efficient architecture of a modified delayed 

least mean square adaptive filter for achieving lower area, 

delay and power. 

B. Block Diagram 

 
Fig. 2.1: Block Diagram of the Modified Delayed LMS 

Adaptive Filter 

 
Table 1: Location of Pipeline Latches for L – 8, N = 8, 16 & 

32 

Fig 2.1 Shows the Block Diagram of the Modified Delayed 

LMS Adaptive Filter. There are two main computing blocks 

in the adaptive filter architecture: 

1) The error-computation block, and 

2) Weight-update block. 

In this Section, we discuss the design strategy of the proposed 

structure to minimize the adaptation delay in the error-

computation block, followed by the weight-update block. 

C. Pipelined Structure of the Error-Computation Block 

The proposed structure for error-computation unit of an N-tap 

DLMS adaptive filter as shown in Fig2.2.It consists of N 

number of 2-b partial product generators (PPG) 

corresponding to N multipliers and a cluster of L/2 binary 

adder trees, followed by a single shift–add tree. 
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Fig. 2.2: Proposed Structure of the Error-Computation Block 

 Implementation, we use a novel partial product 

generator and propose a strategy for optimized balanced 

pipelining across the time consuming combinational blocks 

of the structure. In this project, we find that the proposed 

design offers less area-delay product and less energy-delay 

product than the best of the existing systolic structures, on 

average, for filter lengths N = 8. But we propose an efficient 

implementation scheme of the proposed architecture for 

steady-state error. Moreover, we have proposed a bit-level 

pruning of the proposed architecture, which provides saving 

in ADP and saving in EDP over the proposed structure. 

 
Fig. 2.3: Proposed Structure of PPG. AOC Stands for 

AND/OR cell 

1) Partial Product Generation 

The structure of each PPG as shown in Fig 2.3, consists of 4 

numbers of 2-to-3 decoders and the same number of 

AND/OR cells. 

a) 2-3 Decoders 

Each of the 2-to-3 decoders takes a 2-b digit as input and 

produces three outputs bo,b1,b2 formula for decoder:b0 = u0 

. u1, b1 =. u0 · u1, and b2 = u0 · u1. The decoder output b0, 

b1 and b2 along with w, 2w, and 3w are fed to an AOC, where 

w, 2w, and 3w are in 2’s complement representation and sign-

extended to have (W + 2) bits each. To take care of the sign 

of the input samples while computing the partial product 

corresponding to the most significant digit (MSD), i.e., 

(uL−1uL−2) of the input sample, the AOC (L/2 − 1) is fed 

with w, −2w, and −w as input since (uL−1uL−2) can have 

four possible values 0, 1, −2, and −1. 

2) AOCs 

Each AOC consists of three AND cells and two OR cells. 

Each AND cell takes an n-bit input D and a single bit input b, 

and consists of n AND gates. It distributes all the n bits of 

input D to its n AND gates as one of the inputs. The other 

inputs of all the n AND gates are fed with the single-bit input 

b. Each OR cell similarly takes a pair of n-bit input words and 

has n OR gates. A pair of bits in the same bit position in B 

and D is fed to the same OR gate. The output of an AOC is 

w, 2w, and 3w corresponding to the decimal values 1, 2, and 

3 of the 2-b input (u1u0), respectively. The decoder along 

with the AOC performs a multiplication of input operand w 

with a 2-b digit (u1u0), such that the PPG performs L/2 

parallel multiplications of input word w with a 2-b digit to 

produce L/2 partial products of the product word wu. 

 
Fig. 2.4: Structure and Function of AND/OR cell. Binary 

Operators · and + in (b) and (c) are Implemented using AND 

and OR Gates, Respectively 

 
Fig. 2.5: Adder-Structure of the Filtering Unit for N = 4 and 

L = 8 

3) Adder Tree 

Conventionally, we should have performed the shift-add 

operation on the partial products of each PPG separately to 

obtain the product value and then added all the four product 

values to compute the desired inner product. However, the 

shift-adds operation to obtain the product value increases the 

word length, and consequently increases the adder size of 

three additions of the product values. To avoid such increase 

in word size of the adders, we add all the four partial products 

of the same place value from all the four PPGs by Ripple 

carry Adder tree. 

a) Shift-Add Tree 

All the FOUR partial products generated by each of the four 

PPGs are thus added by four binary adder trees. The outputs 

of the four adder trees (RCA) are then added by a shift-add 

tree according to their place values. Each of the binary adder 

trees require two stages of adders to add N partial product, 

and the shift–add tree to add four output of four binary adder 

trees.2 The addition scheme for the error computation block 

for a four-tap filter and input word size L = 8 is shown in Fig. 

3.5. For N = 4 and L = 8, the adder network requires four 

binary adder trees of two stages each and a two-stage shift–

add tree. In this figure, we have shown all possible locations 
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of pipeline latches by dashed lines, to reduce the critical path 

to one addition time, which would lead to a high adaptation 

delay and introduce a large overhead of area and power 

consumption for large values of four and eight. 

D. Pipelined Structure of the Weight-Update Block 

 
Fig. 2.6: Proposed Structure of the Weight-Update Block 

The weight-update block performs N multiply-accumulate 

operations of the form (μ ×e) ×xi + wito update N filter 

weights. The step size μ is taken as a negative power of 2 to 

realize the multiplication with recently available error only 

by a shift operation. Each of the MAC units therefore 

performs the multiplication of the shifted value of error with 

the delayed input samples xi followed by the additions with 

the corresponding old weight values wi. All the N 

multiplications for the MAC operations are performed by N 

PPGs, followed by N shift add trees. Each of the PPGs 

generates L/2 partial products corresponding to the product 

of the recently shifted error value μ ×e with L/2, the number 

of 2-b digits of the input word xi, where the sub expression 

3μ×e is shared within the multiplier. Since the scaled error 

(μ×e) is multiplied with the entireN delayed input values in 

the weight-update block, this sub expression can be shared 

across all the multipliers as well. This leads to substantial 

reduction of the adder complexity. The final outputs of MAC 

units constitute the desired updated weights to be used as 

inputs to the error-computation block as well as the weight-

update block for the next iteration. 

E. Adaptation Delay 

As shown in Fig. 3.1, the adaptation delay is decomposed into 

n1 and n2. The error-computation block generates the delayed 

error by n1 −1 cycles as shown in Fig. 2.2, which is fed to the 

weight-update block shown in Fig. 2.6 after scaling by μ; then 

the input is delayed by 1 cycle before the PPG to make the 

total delay introduced by FIR filtering be n1. In Fig. 2.6, the 

weight-update block generates wn−1−n2, and the weights are 

delayed by n2+1 cycles. However, it should be noted that the 

delay by 1 cycle is due to the latch before the PPG, which is 

included in the delay of the error-computation block, i.e., n1. 

Therefore, the delay generated in the weight-update block 

becomes n2. If the locations of pipeline latches are decided as 

in Table I, n1 becomes 5, where three latches are in the error-

computation block, one latch is after the subtraction in Fig. 

2.2, and the other latch is before PPG in Fig. 2.6. Also, n2 is 

set to 1 from a latch in the shift-add tree in the weight-update 

block. 

III. RESULTS 

A. FPGA Implementations of Proposed Design 

1) Area Report for Error Block 

XILINX Spartan  3E(xc3s500e)    

  Proposed Design  Existing Design 

 

Logic utilization 

 

Used 

 

Available 

 

Utilization 

 

Used 

 

Available 

 

Utilization 

No of 4input LUTS 33 9312 1% 115 9312 1% 

No of occupied slices 17 4656 1% 70 4656 1% 

Total no of 4 input LUTS 33 9312 1% 122 9312 1% 

No used as logic 33   115   

No used as a route-thru 0   7   

No of boned IOBS 26 66 39% 43 66 65 % 

Table 3.1.1: Comparison for Error Block 

 
Fig. 3.1.2: Area Report for Error Block 
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2) Area Report for Weight Block 

XILINX Spartan  3E(xc3s500e)    

  Proposed Design  Existing Design 

 

Logic utilization 
Used Available Utilization Used Available Utilization 

No of 4input LUTS 88 9312 1% 135 9312 1% 

No of occupied slices 48 4656 1% 79 4656 1% 

Total no of 4 input LUTS 89 9312 1% 144 9312 1% 

No used as logic 88   135   

No used as a route-thru 1   9   

No of boned IOBS 54 66 81% 19 66 28 % 

Table 3.2.1: Comparison for Weight Block 

 
Fig. 3.2.2: Area Report for Weight Block 

3) Delay report 

Maximum 

combinational path 

delay 

Existing 

design 

Proposed design 

Error block 25.021ns 20.168ns 

Weight block 16.564ns 13.251ns 

Table 3.3.1: Comparison for Delay 

 
Fig. 3.3.2: Delay Report for Weight Block 

 
Fig. 3.3.3: Delay Report for Error Block 

4) Power Report 

 
Fig. 3.4.1: Power Report for Error Block 

5) Simulation Waveforms 

 
Fig. 3.5.1: Simulation Waveforms for Weight Block 

 
Fig. 3.5.2: Simulation Waveforms for Weight Block 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We have presented an efficient hardware design for DLMS 

adaptive filter, where, we have reduced the adaptation delay 
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significantly to achieve satisfactory convergence 

performance, and at the same time we have also reduced the 

critical path to support high input-sampling rate. For reducing 

the lower adaptation-delay and to have area delay-power 

efficiency, we have proposed a novel multiplication cell and 

we have optimized the number of pipeline latches across the 

time-consuming blocks of the structure. The proposed 

structure not only involves significantly less adaptation delay 

but also provides significant saving of lower area delay 

product and energy delay product compared with the existing 

structures .The highest sampling rate that could be supported 

by the ASIC implementation of the proposed design ranged 

from about 870 to 1010 MHz for filter orders 8 to 32. When 

the adaptive filter is required to be operated at a lower 

sampling rate, one can use the proposed design with a clock 

slower than the maximum usable frequency and a lower 

operating voltage to reduce the power consumption further. 
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